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A ~W DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR Tlffi NBU EAS 
.ARRAY. 

C.Chakrabarti,A.Bhadra,S.K.Sarkai" and N.Chaudhuri . . 
High Energy and Cosmic Ray Research Centre, University of North Bengal,Dist Daljeeling, INDIA 
734430. 

ABSTRACT: 
A new data acquisition system developed for detection of Extensive Air Shower (EAS) ~ents is 
described and the characteristics of the 'system relating to particle density . measurement and particle 
anival time' measurement are presented. · · 

Introduction: 
The NBU ~Extensive Air Shower (EAS) array has been operating since 1980. Sin~ the original 
construction of the array, a nwnber of modifications and imprOvements have been made. The array 
currently consists of 24 scintillation detectors for the measurement of particle density of EAS at various 
points , 8 fast tiining detectors for detennination of the arrival direction of eadt shower event an:d two 
muon magnetic spectrographs for the study of muon component ofEAS. One of the main purpose of the 

·.array is to search for discrete point sources ofulti:a high energy ~rttic Rays. For this a large air shower 
statistics is required which demands lowering Of the shower size threshold of the array and. small dead · 
time of the ~ta acquisition system. Moreover in a nurttber of EAS obscrvatioris it haS been found that 
occasionally EAS are coming within short time .interval (few ms.) ( Klebesadel R.W. ct. al.,l973,Smith. 
G.R. et. a\.,1~83, Hillas A.M.,l984} having similarity with .. low_ energy gatilma ray burst. To observe 
such phenomena ,each ·shower ·event. need to be recorded Within few J.lS. Considering these aspects , a 
new data acquisition system for th~ NBU EAs· array has been developed. In the original data acquiJition. · 
system' of the NBU EAS array (Basak D.K. et. al., 1984 ) a 32 clwinel multiplexed ADC was used to 
digitiSed .the analog puls~ carrying the itlfol'lrtation of charged particle- de,nsity in EAS~ In the present 
system analog putse· heights are digitised simultaneously for all the 32 cltanitels and these digitised density 
data and particle ·anival time data are au,tomatically recorded in an external 32 k-byte memory and 
subsequently· stored in the Computer hard disk. In this paper the recording System , calibration 9f the 
read out system and instiUmeiital errors are briefly described. · · 

Recording System: . 
Fig-1 shows . the schematic block diagram of the NBU EAS array data recording system. In the 
present form of the· recording system , fast timing detector pulses are discriminated through a Lecroy 
discriminator. Discriminated output converted to T1L through Level adapter of Lecroy for coincidence. 
Out of eight fast ·timing detector we used three fixed and another one from remaining iive for 
coincidence _pulse generation. . . 
The Particle Density Detector(PDD) pulses are amplified by an 'OPAMP' of gam 10 and the output is 
discriminated through a oomparator to provide for a switching of time 4J.lS. These pulses arc also fed to a 
Sample and·Hold (SIH) circuit A hold pulse is generated from coincidence circuit If a coincidence pulse 
comes within that 4J.l8, the hold capacitor is isolated from discharging for a time of 150J,ls. The output 
pulses of S/II are connected to the input of the Analog to D®,tal. Converter(ADC) to scan the pulse 
.heights. All the PDD channel scan these pulses simultaneously . The niaximum time required to complete 
the scanning is.IOO J.lS. There is a FET switch in each input of the S/H to disconnect theinput clwmels 
from the SIH unit until the completion of total process. When a coincidence pUlse is generated, a pul~e of 



width 150).18 is fed to the ADC-Hold and a 1 J..l8 delayed pulse of width 150 nano second is generated in 
the coincidence circuit for the digital conversion of input analog pulse. We used a real time clock to get 
the shower arrival.time and the date of Individual shower. 
Time to Digital Conversion (TDC) of fast timing detector pulse startS through a common start pulse of 
Lecroy model 2228A by a coincidence pulse . As commoiutart comes , a capacitor is charged up by a 
constant current source until a stop pulse frtim an individual channel of fixed delay. 

DATA BUS 

. 
Fig-J.JJIDck Ditlgram of dee New DIIIIJAqlliJJib• Sptem. 

When a coincideilce pulse is generated , anival1inie and date of the shower from the real tinie elock are 
stored into 8-bit latches and all the PDD data are stored into the individual ADC latch and 8-cbaimel 
TDC data stored into TDC memmy. A&t completion of the&e, a write pulse generatCd :from the Master 
Control Unit (MCU) and an up counter of IS-address line start to increase the memory address fot 
storing the data of arrival time. , date , digital data of all PDD ehannels and the relatiVe time diffctence 
for alliDC channels into the 32k-byte memmy through 8-bit data bus. 
The time between the anival of individual shower and completion of data storage into the memory is 
about 200).18. After 200 J.IS, the system is ready for the next event The memmy bas nearly. 1000 
event data storing capacity. ·After completion of 1000 events ,we start 1ransfer all these data into 
the hard disk of a PC through parallel port. For the storage into hard disk from the external memmy we 
use a software which is developed by us. The system has the·provision to increase any number ofPDD 
channels only by the addition of S/H and ADC. 

·Calibration ofthe Read Out System: 
All .the ADC are calibrated first using a standard de source. In the next step a ~uare wave pulse 
generator of variable amplitude was used as a standard· soUrce. The width of the pulses was taken 
comparable with· the output analog pulses of the density detectors. Fig.,2 shows an actual cah"bration 



" cwve of a particular ADC. From the calibration curve it is found that digitised output pulses are linear 
to the input voltage upto 5 volt. The maximum error in ADC is 19.6 mv. 
The TDCs art;.calibrated using a standard timer. 

Density Detector Calibration: . 
For the measurement of particle density , each density detector DUJSt be calibrated in tenns of single 
p~cle pulse height. This was done by placing each scintillation detector within a telescopic arrangement 
of three G.M. counter, two of which were placed ~hove the detector with -their axis mutually 
perpendicular to each other and the third G.M. cowtter was placed below the detector. For the 
measurement of pulse height , the 'coincidence pulse. from the telescope is .used to trigger the MCU of the 
data acquisition system and the output from the detector is connected to each of the channels of the pulse 
height measuring circuit one after another.Most coincidences correspond to single particles. Fig-3 shows 
the single particle pulse height distribution of a particular detector. The Full_ Width at Half Maximum 
(FWHM) of single particle pulse height distribution for each of the channels is. fowtd to be Vvithin 27% 
of the average single particle pulse height of that channel. -
During the operation of the array, the differential pulse height spectrum for all the detectors has also been 
measured sequentially and from the pulse height spectnun the average single particle pulse height was 
estimated. "' 

Instrumental Uncertainty in Timing Measurements: . 
fustiumental wtcertainty is measured in the following way.A coincidence of a vertical fast timing 
scintillation detector telescope is taken and this coincidence pulse starts TDC. Pulses of two detectors are 
fed to discriminator and the discriminated output· pulses pass through with the same cable delay. These 
delayed pulse8 are used to stOp the charmels of the TDC .. The distribution of the quantity d= td - t0 

+( d/c) is shoYtn in Fig-4 ; where td is the time recorded by the lower detector , t0 is the time recorded by 

the upper detector, d is the vertical distance between the two detectorS and c is the velocity of light. 
Assuming that the distribution is Gaussian , the standard deviation cr of the distribution gives the 

. uncertainty in arrival time measurements and the wtcertainty in timing measurem~ni for a single detector 

is crf20.5 which is (1.84± 0.05) nano s~cond. 

References: 
l.Basak D.K.,Chakrabarty N.,Ghosh B. et. al. ,NIM,l67,227 (1984) 
2.l:lillas A.M.,Nature,312,SO(l984) 
3.Klebesadel RW.,Strong LB., Olson R.A et. al.,Ap./,182,L85(1973) 
4.Smith G.R.,Ogmen M,Buller E. et. al.,PRL,50,2110(1983) 
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The Zenith Angle Dep!\?J1dente of SLT~·Yer Age 
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ABSTRACT 
'Tile v<1rialion of shower :~gc paramclcr wjth zenith m:glc for different shower size ranges is studied . 
111e observed variation is in agreement wilh the electron-photon cascade theory and with the other 

EAS obscrvt~.fions. It is fouud that upto zenith angle 30°, shower 'age' is prc;ctically independent of 
zenith angle . So it is diJiicull to correlate the oi>:J!.:fV~d high 'age' v.:;lue of the directional excess 
showers with zenith angle. 

Introduction 
Tiw longitudinal dcvclopmcllt of Cosmic R:1y Extensive Air Shower ( EAS ) is an essential 

feature t)lat reflect.~ the gross fea:ure of partick interaction. at high energies. 'The stage of devclopn1ent 
of an air shower is described by shower age parameter (s). Showers that dcvdop early in the 
atmosphere have on the ::~ver?.gc larger 'age' tha11 late dcvdoping showers of equal primary energy. 
Discrimination of gamma-ray ini!ia!ed sho>vcrs from the large background of charged cosmic ray 
initiated showers based on shO\wr 'age' lw b~cn used in several observ'ations (Samorski and Stamm 
1983; Protheroe et al1984 ) on the assumption that, for same. shower size, photon induced showers 
are older . But the Monte Carlo simulation results (Fenyves 1985 , Hillas 1987 , Cheung and 
I\.1ackeown 1988 ) show that in 'age' the ganuua-ray induced showers· are not older than that of 
normal showers,'1hottgh in several obgcrvations it is found that · the excess showers from the direction 

· of &crete point sources 3re characterised by hig.h 'shower age' value (Samorski and Stanun 1983 , 
Prot.~eroc et al 1984 , Fmuin el al 1987 ,Tonwar ('~ :;\ 1988). . In most of the observations the 
showers from point sources were obse1ved at large angles during most of the observation t4ne due to 
hlgh angle of transit ofthc sources at the arrays .As for example, Cygnus X-3 is observed at Kiel at 

zontth about J40,thc same source is observed at Ooty nt 1.cnith angle nearly 260 at the transit. Though 
in the search for evidence of UHE emission the source and backgrounds events are collected during 
the silme time in the same zenith angle intervals Htill there is a remote pos<>ihility ( because of small 
sl<ltistics ) that the source events had higher zenith angle than the background events . And with the 
increase of zenith angle the atmosphedc thickness incrca.'lcs , so showers with high zenith angles are 
expected to have high shower 'age' values. · To betler undcn;tand the problem in the present work the 

dependence of shower age on zenith angll~ in lhc range 0°- 55° for tl1rcc different shower size range 
is examined . 

.IDxp(•rimental Set-up : 

The air shower array at North Bcngnl lJr:ivc: :·;ry campus ( latitude 26°-U' N, lor1gitude 

83°21' E, 150 :m a.s.l.), INDIA, is Oi ·~rating r.incc i 980. At present it is cowposcd of twenty four 

plastic r.~intillation countcrn , each of =.~rea 0.25 m2 , for the measurement of particle density of air 

showc.:r , dght fnst ti111ing detectors , each having :~!so <m area of 0.25 m2 , for the determination of 
the an·ival direction of_ the air showers . Two m:·~;,nct spctrographs of maximum detectable 

momcntmn 7.20 GcV/c, each of an area 0.25 m2, umlcr a concrete shielding absorber arc also 
opcra!t:;d in cot\innctlon with the air shower ;HTay fm !hl: study of lliUOl\ C!', ::;lOi1Cll! or EAS . Each . 
spectrograph consists of a solid iron magr.cl in bclwccu lour neon flash LutK~ lrayr. ( used as muon 

. I rack detector) . The cllcc.livc shower si?.c thrcsholtl ror the <HTay is 2 X 1 o·l par tide~ . Details of the 



experimental Rystem and data acquisiiion are descrihcd elsewhere (Oasak ct a! 19R4 , Bhadr:: 1 Y96 , 
Chakrabarty cl al 1997 ) . 

Data Analysis : 
"l11c recorded showc;rs have been analysed for cere position ( X 0 , Y0 ), shower size ( Ne) , 

shower age ( s ) and an·ival direction ( l,rn,n ) . Shower !:i7..c , shower age and core position were 
det0rrrined by a least square fit of obscn'ed partidc density lo NKG ( Greiscn 1960 ) lateral 
distri!Jution. Showers with cores landing within 30 m fi·orn the ccntr~· of the aiTay (approximately the 
arriy boundary) were only accepted . 111e Iesolution of the core position is ± 2. S m and thnt of 
shower age and shower size arc± 0.11 and ± 17~-fJ respectively (Bhadra 1996 ) .· 

"The an-ival direction were obtained by measuring the relative arrjval times (t) of the shower 
particles at different points . Using conical shower fronl and radial distance dependent weight factors 
the .arrival direction of each shower event was cnlcuJarcd by a least square fil to the timing data . 
Deviation from the ptane shower front was taken lltrmtgh the cmpi.dcal equation (as measured by the 
atTay , Bhadra 1996 ) 

dt == 0.19 r - 2.12 
To incorporate the variation of shower front thickness with core distance the weight factor u~ed in the 
analysis is given by 

Wj = 1/( <Yt2 + <Yinst 2 ) 

where crt is the spread of the an-iva! of the shower front pari..:lc:; and was taken as (Linsley 1986) 

·crt= cr0 I .Jn ( 1 + rlrt) b 

with cr0 = 1.6 ns ,rt = 30 m 3nd b = 1.65 , n is the number of particles that hit the detector . <Jinst is the 

instrumental error of the tinting detector ;·Insllumcntal nn;;crt:unty of the timing detectors of the array 
was found around 1.25 ns . · 

TI1e angular resolution of t11c -array has bc-.:n estim<Itcd by t11e conventional 'split the array' . 

method and is nearly 1.1 o in z.el"'.ith . 

~esults: 

The results· of the prel:'cnt work are baxed on a sample of nearly 10000 EAS events which 
were collected by the mTay during .Tau 1994 to Juno 1994 . 'l1tc general features of the EAS ( e.g. 
lateral distributions. of electrons nnd muon.~ , shower age distribution , NJ.t -Ne. relation etc. ) observed 

by the array were rcpotied earli,;r tBasak ct .::1 1987 , Sarl<ar cl al 1991, Bhadra 1996) :~nd are 
COJlSisient wilh the Well known chamc.tcristics o_!' air Sh(IWCIR . 

The age distribution of the observed showns for the showers in the size range 6 x I o·1 < Ne < 1 x 

1()6 is shown in fig 1. 111e mc:w age of the obsr.~;vcd showers is 1.31 which is close to the theoretical 
cstim~te ( 1.33 for proton showers) cJfFcnyvcs(l985) hut differs with s = 1.45 measured at Haverah 
Park ( Idenden 1990) and s == L 1 m~asurcd at Kiel ( Samorski 1983) at the same observation level . 
111e zr:.illth angle distrih~1tion of lhc ob:;crvcd shower>) in lhc r:an~c sho;vcr si:::e. range is give;1 in figure 

2. The peak of the <iist!ibuti.on is observed at around 200 . 
11te variation of mean slwwer 'age' vvith ZCIJit.lJ. :HlGic for lhree shmyr:r size range, (7.5 - 8.5) 

x 104 (l.5- 2.5) x 105 and (5.5- G.5) x Ie-, an; :;:wwn in figure 3. The Fieurc shows that the 
nn!•: ;;; o~ !he v:ui;>.!ion docs no! vary nni-'11. wi!h shower :.::::r.: . 111e wu-iatiou of s with zr-nith angle (7.) 

is found slow and up to zenith angle 300 the shower age is practically fmmd to be independent of 

zenith angle . In U1c shower size range ( 1. 5 - 2. 5 ) x l O" the mc:m sh:i\vcr age is 1.29 at z· = 2. 5° 

and at z == 52.5° the mean 'age' reaches only 1.44 though at zenith angle 52.50 the atmospheric 
overburden is nearly double . The observed villiaiio;, can be expressed by the relation 

s = s 0 +A Sec (z) ......... (1) 

where the value ofs0 and A for difTcrent shower size ran1;.:: arc given in table l . 
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TI1e development of electron-phot~n cascade i'l approximnldy described· by the equations ( Grciscn 
1960) ' 

s = 3t/(t + 2w) ....... (2) 

and Ne = (0.31/.J'w) exp[ t(l- 1.5lm;)j . . i ; ........... (3) • ,_. 

where w = In E/F-0 ' and t is the atmospheric depth in radinlion length . Using eqns · (2 ) and (3) and 

expressing the variation of s with z for threy different shower size range through the relation as given 
in eqn.(l) the values of s0 and A for different Nc m·c also given in lablc (1). The result shows that the 

observed variation is in accordance with the cascade theory . 

Table l. Comparison of the observed variation of age parmncter witlt zenith angle with the cascade 
l.hcol}' for tluee different shower sizes. · 

Ne 8 X 104 2 .X 105 6 X JQ5 

----· 
So 1.10 J.()} 0.98 

Obsenrcd 
A 0.22 0.26 0.27 

So 1.15 1.11 1.05 

Theory 
A 0.27 0.28 0.30 
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1.50 . -----------------. 
Discussion : 

Present resull ,,; ~he vadation of shower 
age ·with zenith angle agrees with the prediction 
of casc11de theory . In a number of Ef\:; 
obsetvations ( Aguiac el al 1973, Miyaki et ;) 
1981, Clay et al 1981 ,Jdcndcn 1_990) similar 
trend of variation was obscr·.red . In the Kicl 
observations, showers wilh zenith angle k;s 

than 300 only were accepted for !he analysis . 
So il i:: difficult to cotTelate the high 'age' value 
of the directional excess showers wii.it :z.c,,·;tll 
angle. 

Acl:JlOW]ydgemenls : We are thankful lo 
Dr.B.Ghosh , Dr.S.K.Sarkar , Dr. S.Sanyal , 
Mr. A.Mukherjec and Mr.A.Chettri for their 
help in operation of the array. 
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Study of electrons simultaneously with muons in 
E:xtensive Air Showers {EAS!_4inir~ated by Primary 

Cosmic Rays of energy 10 -10 eV 

C.Chakrabarti,D.Chanda.G.Saha,A..Mukherjee,A.Bhadra 
S.Sanyal,S.K.Sarkar,B.Ghosh,N.Chaud.huri. 

·High Energy & Co.sruic Ray Centre. 
North Bengal University 

Darjeeling,·India 

Abstract. 

An air shower experiment performed with t~e 
provision· of direct measurement of both low 
and high ·er1ergy muops simult-aneously by magn
et-spectographs has yielded radial Int..ton ·den
sity distributions-at various measur-ed·muon 
energies and radial electron density distri
butions as a function of Y~1own.shower size of 
measured age. The characteristics of these dis
tributions in terms of the measured shower p·a
raraeters have been determined to draw concl1~ 
sions apout the mass of the pr-imaries. of EAS. 

1.- Introduction: 

The initial results of the first set 6£ measure
~ents ~f- ?oth the . eleetron an'Z} r!tuon d~stri}?l.r~ions 
~n , EAS u1 the s 1ze ·range 1014 - 10 ·par~l.cles 
{primary energy range 2.2 x 10 -·4.8 x 10 .u eV} 
have been presented in the,previous ICRC se~sions 
{1963,1985,198'7,1990) by th'e.NBU group.The .direot 
measurements of muon energies by two mag·net-spec
tographs of the NBU EAS array provide aecurate 
data to · form a base for . comparison . with the 
·predictions of different EAS models for. various 
primary compositions.The present report presents 
the final results of our first· experiment. . . 

2 . ..:... Method: 

The method was· same as we described. in previous 
reports{1983,1985,1987,1990).The magnet-spectogra
phs for recording muons were operated in coinciden
ce with the EAS array of particle density detectors · 
and timing detect-ors under a fixed set of selection 
criteria. The average electron and m'..ton .densities in 
each of various narrow shower size bins in the 
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. 4 to6 . . l . bt . d shower size range 10 - part1c es was o _a1ne 
as a function of r and muon energy ~..t {not exceed
ing F,.u).These results yield ra.dia! distributions 
for tnuon density with energy not e:xcee~ing E;u as 
well as the muon energy spectrum at var1ous muon 
distances r over: the range 0-120 m . 

3.-Results: 

3'1:-Themeasured muon energy spectrum. 
The muon energy spectra have been measured for var
};ous ave:rage s~ower sizes. For a_verage shower size 
Ne = 2. 2 x 10 particles(s = 1. 25) in the radi~l 
range 0-100 m the muon energy spectrum fits to : 

{ 1 ) 

where cx,u ( r) changes from 0. 26 at about .5 rn to 
1.01 at about 90rn showing the degree of dependence 
of energy speotr,_.uo of muons, on the distances from 
tbe EAS rocis . 

3 · 2: -Muon density dependence on averag·e · shower 
size Ne· 
For different threshold muon energies and the 
radial-distances from the EAS axis~ the results of 
muon· density dependence on shower-size fit to.: 

~ { >.K r)""N ~ {Ep ~ r) {2} 
~J. ,.7'J. • e 

The exponent~ is-weakly. dependent on r and the 
threshold muon energy ~·For example for muons of· 
energy exceeding 10 GeV at r between 16 and 32 m~ 
the va~ue of~ is 0.72 whereas for~~> 100 Gev· 
for the same value of r between 16 and 32 m, the 
value of~ is 0.66 . 

It· is further seen {fig.l) that-for low .engr~K 
muons in showers of size less than 10 · . 

·p&rticles the exponent /3 qecreases with r- increas
in§ ~gereafi in larger showers of : ·e greater than 
10 · particle~~ /3 increases w~th r. For high 
energy muons fd decreases ~i2t!· r in showers of 
size b~low and above 10 · u particles. At 
different radial distances and for different low 
muon theresbol9:- 2~nergies fd changes· around the 
shower size lOu_. ._s particles. Such variation of (d 
implies that the muon radial distribution function 
changes with the primary energy. The measured muon 
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lateral distribution for each shower size and muon 
energy exceeding EN in the radial range between 0 
and l20 m shows a fit to the form · 

fN {-~~, r, Ne>"' r -k{ ~Ep) exp{ -r/r0 ) { 3) 

This shows that the muon lateral distribution fun
ction depends on muon energy threshold. The expo
nent k_has the values in the range 0.26- 1.22 . 

The measured data of muon density also fit 
to a single parameter form : 

D -o:: { ~EA.J) 
/...u(~E,u,r,Ne),_r r { 4) 

values of « within an error rer1ge 8-10 % from the 
fit of the data for ~ ~ 2.5 GeV. are shown as 
a function of Ne in fig.2 . The trend of ~- vs.E0 
(the conversion of · shower size to primary energy 
E0 is in accordance with the energy scaling'factor 
o£ Aliev et. al. (1] and Trzupek et. · al. [2]) _cu~g 

. shows -that oc is a function of energy up to 2 X 10 
eV and becomes constant at higher energies. Such 
a variation of oc with E0 implies that. the' 
effective primary· mass is decrf.tsing lt'ith 
increasing energy over the range 10 - 10 eV 
and becomes constant at higher energies. 

· 3.3-Radial distribution of electrons compa-red with 
radial distribution of muons: 
The radial muon density distributiorJ in · young 
developing showers. (s~l.O}as well ·as in old 
decaying showers (~~l.O)is.flatter compared to the 
radial -electron density distr;ibution which is 
shown in fig.3 for N6 =3.3 x 10 .The muon densi
ties ·in old- showers are high than those· in youn-· 
ger showers of the same size by a factor two. 

4.-Discussion. 

The properties of the measured radial dis~ribut
ion of muon_density in EAS a!4a fu~ion o~ p:ima
ry energy 1.n :the range . 10 -10 eV . J.nd1.ca.te 
continuously decreasing primary mass composition. 
The measured value and shape of the radial distri
bution for muons and electrons at small and large 
distances from the EAS axis a.re similar to the 
Monte Carlo results obtained for primary proton 

·initiated EAS {Poirier et al.[3]) 
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Low And High Energy ~ons In6Extensive Air 
Showers Of Size 10 To 10 Particles 
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Abstract 

Accurately mea~ured energy spectra and 
__ radial distribut-ions of lo"'1 arid high energy 

muons in Extensive_ Air Showers (EAS) are 
presented and compared with Monte Carlo 

-calculations assuming specific hadronic 
interac-tion charact.erist-ics of primary 
protons with air l~uclei . inlthe primary 
energy range 2.2Xl0 - 4.8X10 · eV. 

I:.... Introduction: 

Knowledge of radial distribution together 
with energy distribution of muons . in EAS is of 
fundamental importance ·as such data have e~pl ici t 
energy dependence and are exPected to be sensitive 
to both the primary cosmic ray composition and_ t.he 
characteristics of hadrcnic interaction with air 
nuclei. 

This paper contains accurately measured 
data on low- and high e-nergy muons det~cted in 
association with EAS at sea level. By direct and 
accurate measurement of muon energy over a wide 
range of energy and. radial distance from the EAS_ 
axis, the present experiment provides a firmer base 
for comparing with the theoretical predictions for 
different primary· compositions. 

II-Experiment and Method: 

The experimental set up consists of an 
air shower array of 32 electron detect-ors ana two 
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magnet. spectrographs for recording and measuring 
muon ·momenta· accurately in association with 
individual EAS incident on the array. The 
description of the array system arJd spectrographs 
was given by Bas~ et al. (1}. Low and high 
energy muo~s in tge range of 2.5- 200 GeV in-.EAS 
of siz!4 10 to 10 1garticles (primar7 energy range 
2.2X10 - 4.8X10· ·ev, determined by using the 
energy scaling factor of N.Aliev et al.{2}and 
A.Trzupek et al.{3)) were recorded by the two 
spe(~trographs simultaneously with the recording of 
the EAS events by the array. The -EAS parameters 
such as shower size{NeL age para.mete( s), EAS axis 
location and the radial distance of each recorded 
mu.on were determined by the . method of least 
squares. 

The recorded muon deflection angle is 
converted ·to incident momentum· of muon (momentum 
resolution · o'f spectrograph 17% to 38% for energy 
range 2.5- 200 GeV) by ·the 111ethod described· by 
Basak et al.{l}. The density of muons of energies 
above a threshold value ·in EAS of ·measured 
parameters wa~ determined as a function of muon· 
radial distance from the shower core. 

III~Results: 

Some of the representative ·experimental 
data~. with typical poissonian error on· a few 
points only, in the form of muon lateral 
distrib~tion for a fixed shower size at different 
threshold energies {fig.1), muon energy spectrum at 
a· fixed radial distance for two different shower 
sizes (fig.2} and the variation of rrruon density 
with average shower size with threshold muon 'energy 
·of 2.5 GeV at two.different radial distances from 
the shower core (fig.3) are shown. 

A comparision of the measured. electron 
lateral distribution (fig. 4), · muon · lateral 
distribution (threshold energy 2.5 GeV} (fig.5) and 
the ratio of muon and electron density for 
different shower sizes (fig .. 6) with data 
·calculated by Monte Carlo simulation of Poirier· et 
al. ( 4) utilising simulation .codes SHOWERSIM {model 

·WOO} and EGS for proton primaries is also given .. 
The hadron-hadron interaction model WOO (details 
presented by Mikocki et al. {5) } has· scaling 
behaviour· below 1 TeV but at higher energies the 
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scaling 1.s. mildly violated in the fragmentation 
-region and significantly violated in the central 
region. The hadron-air interaction cross section 

.apd the multiplicity of pions and . kaons increase 
with _eriergy but the inelasticity distribution ( 1/2 
for nucleons and 2/3 for mesons) and the transverse 
momentum distribution (325 MeV/c for pions and 371 
MeV/c for ka.ons) are independent of energy. 

Discussion: 

The present measurements .of energy 
_spectra an.d radiaJ distrib1itions of muons do not 
provide any evidence for heay~ primarie!~ (in the 
primary energy range 2. 2 X10 - 4. 8 XlO v eV). The 
hadronic interact-ion· characteristics assu.med in t.he 
above mentioned model are found to be consistent 
with thg measured data upto the fixed shower size 
of 10· particles. Using the same hadronic 
interaction characteristics the shape of the muon 
density distribution in primary· iror.t initiated EAS 
is similar to that for proton initiated shower-with 
the same primary energy but the magnitude of the 
distribution is higher for low energy muons in , the 
vicinity of the EAS core (0 to 100 meter} .. The 
present experiment does not find such fe.atures in 
t.he observed m1..ton data. The measured . electron 
lateral distribution is in good agreement wl.th ·the 
calculated distribution but the measured muon 
lateral distribution 1s much broader than- the 
calculated. The srune feature can be seen in the 
density ·ratio distribution (fig.6) which also shows 
that both the measured and calculated ratio exceeds 
unity beyond the distance of 100 meter from the 
core. 
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A SEARCH FOR ANISOTROPY .IN THE ARRIVAL DIRECTION 
· OF EAS,BY COSMIC RAYS FROM DISCRETE ·souRCES 

C.Chakrabarti, D.Chanda, G.Saha, 
A. Bhadra, S. Sanyal, R. Chettri, 

B.Ghosh and N.Chaudhuri 

A. Mukherjee~ 
S. K. Sarkar, 

High Energy & Cosmic Ray Centre 
North Bengal University {NBU) 

Darjeel'ing 734430, INDIA 

ABSTRACT 
The NBU Cosmic Ray Telescope consisting of 
an EAS array of scintillation deteqtors and 
two magnet spectrographs has been operated 
in a search for any anisot.ropy · ·in the 
directions of arrival of EAS events. · Tbe 
shower arrival directions are determined by 
fitting the measured shower particle arriv
al times. Initial results on . distribution 
of events in declination and right ascensi
on are given. 

Introduction : A cosmic ray air shower telescope 
has been installed at a new location {latitude 
26°421 N, longitude 88°21' E) to look for any 
anisotropy in the directional intensij~ · ~G 
primary cosmic rays in the energy range 10 -l0 
eV. The set UP. consisting of plastic scintillati
on detectors for electron,s, two shie.lded magnet 
spectrographs . for muons _and eight fast . timing 
scintillation detectors for shower particles 
arrival time meas\tr.ements has beer1 in ·operation 
for some time now. Preliminary results from the 
measurements of shower arrival directions are 
presented in this report. 

Method of analysis': Some 13 thousands EAS events 
have be·en registered by the EAS array so far.· For 
each event the shower parameters : the shower 
size {Ne), the shower age (S) and the shower core 
location {XQ, Y0 ) have been determined using a 
£itting function to fit the measured electron 
density data by· an iterative procedure for 
minimizing cbisquare using gradient search 
method. The' analysis . on a4 ~elegt~ g~oup of 
showers in the size range 10 · -10 · · has led to 
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the following error estimates: r 
{i) core location error is within ±1 m, 
{ ii) shower size error is :t0. 1 Ne,-
{iii) age parameter error is within ±0.06. 

· The arrival direction of the. shower 
is determined fron the measured relative arrival 
time delay data by minimizing the quarJtity, 

. 'YJ- =. Wi [lXi + TQYi + nzi + c{ti -t0 )]
2 , 

where ti is the .actual time measured by 
the ith_ detector, Wi is the stati~tical weight 
factor," c .is the velocity of the EAS front which 
passes through the origin at t 0 and l, m, n are 
the direction cosines of arrival. · 

From the best fitted values of direction 
cosines the direction of arrival of each EAS 
·eve~t has. been determined in local coordinate 
system {zenith angle, azimuth angle). Finally the 
EAS arrival direction angles are transformed into 
right ascension ( D( ) and declination { 8 ) . ·The 
resolution of the EAS array has been determined 
by the divided array method using those events in. 
which all. the timing detectors yielded 
information about the arrival time of the EAS 
.front. The systematic and statistical uncertaint
ies in the measurement of arrival direction have 
been determined and taken into ac~ount in the 
analysis. The estimated resolutions are 1.1° 1.n 
declination and 1.6° in right ascension. 

-Results : Preliminary results from a small sample 
of ~bower arrival time data are giveri. The 
measured data on resolution -of the EAS array are 
given in figures 1 a.t"Jd 2 .. The distribution of all 
the- EAS-events in declination {0 )·is given in 
figure 3. - The· ob8erved declination r~ge is 
within -40° and +88 with a peak·at 32°-34 bin. 
Similar declination distribution of Mitsuisbi EAS 
da5a 6Fujita et al.:. 1993l showed a · peak· within 
30 -40 . The right ascension {~ ) distribution is 
shown 1.n figure 4. This distribution in right 
ascension has not been corrected-for any effect 
arising out of occasional discontinuities in 
running time.· . 

·Reference · : 
Fujita K.et al, Proc.23rd ICRC,Calgary,1{1993)376 
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